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Independence Spaces and Uniform Modules 
JEREMY E. DAWSON 
It is shown that an independence structure can be defined in a natural way on the set of uniform 
submodules of a module. Such an independence structure is modular. Thus, if it is connected 
and of rank at least three, it is a projective geometry coordinatizable over a division ring, of which 
we give a construction in terms of the module elements. 
1. THE INDEPENDENCE SPACE 
It is commonplace to call a set of submodules independent if their sum is naturally 
isomorphic to their direct sum. If we consider only uniform submodules, this usage 
corresponds to the combinatorial notion of an independence space. 
DEFINITION. An independence space (E, /C) is a set E and an independence structure 
IC, which is a collection of subsets of E, called the independent sets, satisfying axioms 
1(0) 0 E /C. 
1(1) If As; B and BE IC then A E /C. 
1(2) If A and B are finite independent sets and IAI < IBI, then there is a set B' E 1C such 
that As; B's; Au Band IB'I = IBI. 
1(3) If every finite subset A' of a set A is independent, then A is independent. 
For As; E, a basis of A is a maximal independent subset of A. All bases of A have 
the same cardinality, called the rank of A, rk(A). A basis of E is also called a basis of 
IC [of cardinal rk(IC)]; every independent set is contained in a basis, by 1(3) and Zorn's 
Lemma. A dependent set is one which is not independent, and a circuit is a minimal 
dependent set. Again by 1(3), every dependent set contains a circuit, and circuits are 
finite. An element b depends on a set A if rk(A' u { b}) = rk(A') for some finite subset of 
A. [In this case, rk(Au{b})=rk(A).] Then the span or closure of A, [A], is the set of 
elements depending on A. Such a set is called a flat. An intersection of flats is a flat, and 
a flat of rank r is called an r-flat. A set [A] is a spanning set if [A]= E, and the spanning 
sets are precisely those containing a basis. If {b, b'} is a circuit disjoint from a set A, then 
Au {b} E IC if and only if Au { b'} E /C. Thus there is naturally associated with IC a simple 
independence space got by collapsing 1-flats to single elements, and also deleting depen­
dent singletons, with independence defined the obvious way. For further details see, for 
example, [9], Cbs. 6, 7, [ 13] or [ 4]. 
A standard result of independence theory is that an independence structure can be 
defined by its set of circuits, which satisfy 
C(O) 0 is not a circuit. 
C( 1) No circuit contains another. 
C(2) If Ct and c2 are distinct circuits and XE Ct (\ c2 then (Cl u C2)\{x} contains a 
circuit. 
C(3) Circuits are finite. 
The independent sets are then the sets not containing a circuit. 
Throughout this paper R will denote a ring with 1 and all modules will be unitary left 
R-modules. A submodule N of M is essential if L n N ~ 0 for all L such that 0 < L,;; M; 
we write N ,;;eM and we also say M is an essential extension of N. A non-zero module 
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M is uniform when all its non-zero submodules are essential, i.e. when, if 0 < L, N:;;:; M, 
then L n N ,c. 0. A module is finite-dimensional if it does not contain an infinite direct 
sum of modules. The notation EB will only be used for external (formal) direct sums; 
when a sum of submodules is direct (i.e. isomorphic to their external direct sum) we 
describe this by writing the sum as say M 1 + M 2 (d.s.) or LE 1 M; (d.s.). Let Ann(m) 
denote {rE R: rm = 0}, a left-ideal of R; the modules Rm and R/Ann(m) are isomorphic. 
DEFINITION. Let U(M) denote the set of uniform submodules of M, and let rJ(M) <:; 
g-;( U(M)) be a collection of (some) subsets of U(M) as follows: {M;: i E J} E rJ(M) if 
and only if the sum LE 1 M; is direct. [Thus rJ( M) is the collection of independent sets 
of uniform submodules of M.] 
THEOREM 1. rJ(M) is an independence structure on U(M). 
PROOF. As 1(1) and 1(3) are satisfied, rJ(M) consists of those subsets of U(M) not 
containing a circuit; we show that the circuit axioms are satisfied. C(O), C(l) and C(3) 
are clear. Let {Mt. ... , MP} and {Nt. ... , Nq} be distinct circuits, with M 1 = Nt. and let 
m1 + · · · + mP = 0 and n1 + · · · + nq = 0, where each m; EM; and n; E N;. Then each m;, n; ,c. 
0, by the minimality of circuits. As M 1 = N 1 is uniform, there are r, s E R such that 
rm 1 = sn1 ,c. 0. Again by the minimality of circuits, rm; ,c. 0 and sn; ,C. 0 for each i. Thus we 
have rm2 + · · · + rmP- sn2 - • • ·- snq = 0. Possibly for some i and j, M; = ~ and rm; = sni; 
however, since the circuits {Mt. ... , MP} and {Nt. ... , Nq} are distinct, we have a 
non-trivial linear relation on elements of at least some of the members of 
{M2, ••• , MP, N 2 , ••• , Nq}. Hence this set is dependent and so contains a circuit. Thus 
C(2) is satisfied. 
Thus the property of independence spaces that bases have the same (possibly infinite) 
cardinality becomes 
PROPOSITION 2. For a module M, every maximal independent collection of uniform 
submodules has the same cardinality. 
Since a given module may not contain any uniform submodules, we must examine this 
question. In particular, we do so to see if the rank of U(M) is a useful notion of dimension 
forM. 
LEMMA 3. Properties (a) to (c) for a module Mare equivalent. 
(a) Every non-zero submodule of M contains a uniform submodule. 
(b) M is an essential extension of the sum of every basis of rJ(M). 
(c) M is an essential extension of a direct sum of uniform sub modules. 
PROOF. (a)=>(b). Suppose (a) holds, and let {M;: i E J} be a basis of rJ(M). Then 
LE 1 M; (d.s.):;;:;eM, for otherwise we would have a module N such that 0< N:;;:; M and 
N n LiE I M; = 0; as N would contain a uniform module, this would contradict the 
maximality of { M;: i E I}. 
(b)=>(c). This is trivial, since every independence space has a basis. 
(c)=>(a). Suppose (c) holds, and let M~eLEIM; (d.s.) and N:;;:;M. Then N'=Nn 
LEI M; ,c. 0; for each n EN', Rn :;;:;M' = LEr M; for some finite I'<:; I. Choose n E N'\{0} 
so that II' I is minimal, and without loss of generality let I' = { 1, 2, ... , k}, and let 
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n=(m~om2 , ••• ,mk)EM1tBM2 tB···(£;Mk. To show that Rn is uniform, let rn, snE 
Rn\{0}. By the minimality of 11'1. rm" sm 1 ¢0; let r'rm 1 =s'sm 1 ¢0 (as M 1 is uniform). 
Then by the minimality of II'I. r' rn- s' sn = 0. Thus Rn is uniform. 
LEMMA 4 ([6, 3.18]). If a module M is finite-dimensional then it satisfies (a) to (c) of 
Lemma 3. 
PROOF. A proof of (a) is given in [6]; we give a direct proof. Suppose N ~ M, where 
N does not contain a uniform module. Then by the Axiom of Choice there is a function 
associating each module N; ~ N with an independent pair N;, N7 of submodules of N;. 
If we determine N 1 =Nand, fori> 1, N; = N7-t. then M ?'!; N?!; I {N;: i = 1, 2, ...} (d.s.) 
and M is not finite-dimensional. Thus (a) is proved. 
Note that if M satisfies (a) of Lemma 3 then so do all its submodules; the same 
therefore applies to (b) and (c). Also, if R is left-Noetherian then so are its cyclic modules, 
which are therefore finite-dimensional and so satisfy (a); in this case, then, all modules 
satisfy (a). We take this further in Proposition 7. 
Proposition 2 and Lemmas 3 and 4 largely correspond to 3.18 and 3.19 of [6], which 
develop the Goldie (or uniform) dimension of a finite-dimensional module, introduced 
in [5]; this is equal to rk(<;g(M)). 
We may consider this independence within M by looking at elements rather than 
submodules of M. 
DEFINITION. Let u(M) ={mE M: Rm is uniform}. Let 'Je(M), a subset of gjl(u(M)), 
be defined as follows: for A£ u(M), A E 'Je(M) if and only if the modules Ra(a E A) 
are distinct and {Ra: aEA}E <;g(M). 
Then 'Je(M) is an independence space; its associated simple independence space is 
precisely that of <;g(M). In fact a 1-ftat of 'Je(M) is the union of the modules in the 
corresponding 1-ftat of <;g(M), excluding the element 0. 
Note that, in contrast to the case ofa vector space, (whose independence space properties 
are well-known), dependence in the independence-theoretic sense is different from linear 
dependence. 
ExAMPLE ([6, Ex. 1.6]). Let Z denote the integers, M = Z~(Z/2Z), A= Z(l, 0), and 
B = Z(l, 1). Then in <;g(M), A and B depend on each other, and M, of rank 2, does not 
depend on {A, B}. However, M =A+ B. 
2. INJECTIVE MoouLEs 
An injective module is one which is a direct summand of any containing module, and 
as such has no proper essential extensions. An indecomposable injective module is 
uniform, a direct summand of an injective module is injective and a finite direct sum of 
injective modules is injective. Each module M has an injective envelope E(M) which is 
an injective, esse1:1tial extension of M, and, as such, is well-defined up to an isomorphism 
which is the identity on M. E(M) is indecomposable if and only if M is uniform. For 
further details see, for example, [10, ch. 2]. The independence theory above gives easy 
proofs of some well-known results. These results also follow from the independence 
structure of Beck [2], which applies, as a particular case, to the injective indecomposable 
submodules of a module. 
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THEOREM 5 (a) ([12, cor. 4.2]). Let E = ECLEI E; (d.s.)) [i.e. E is an injective envelope 
of LEI E; (d.s.)] with each E; injective indecomposable, and let F be a direct summand of 
E. Then for some K £I, E = F+ E(LkEK Ek) (d.s.). 
(b) ([I, 25.5]). Let E =LEI E; (d.s.) be a complete decomposition ofan injective module 
E. Then, for a direct summand F of E, E = F+ LkEK Ek (d.s.) for some K £I (i.e. the 
decomposition complements direct summands). 
PROOF. (a) Let E, {E;: i E I} and F be as stated. Then as F is a direct summand of 
E, F is injective. Let {Fj:jE1} be a basis of W(F), and so LE1 Fj (d.s.):;;;;eF (as E, and 
hence F, satisfy the conditions in Lemma 3). Then let K £I be s-uch that {Fj: j E1} u 
{Ek: k E K} (disjoint union) is a basis of W(E). Choose G:;;;; E such that G = E(LkEK Ek) 
(by [10, prop. 2.22]). As LE1 Ff:;;;;eF and LkEK Ek:;;;;eG, F+ G is also a direct sum (by, 
e.g., [I], 6.17). Now F and G are injective. Thus F + G ( d.s.) is injective; as it contains 
the sum of a basis of W(E) it is an essential submodule of E. Hence it is equal to E. 
(b) Let E, {E;: i E I} and F be as in (a), with, further, E =LEI E; (d.s.). The same 
proof holds, with, furthermore, LkEK Ek being injective, since it is a direct summand of 
E. Thus F+ LkEK Ek (d.s.) =E. 
We can translate some basis exchange results of independence theory into the situation 
of injective modules; part (b) of the following Theorem is part of the Krull-Remak­
Schmidt-Azumaya theorem applied to injective modules. 
THEOREM 6. Let E =LEI E; (d.s.) =LjEJ Fj (d.s.), with E injective and each E;, Fj 
injective indecomposable. Then 
(a) [2] there is an injection 1/J: I ~1 such that E =I {Fj:jE 1\1/l(i)}+ E; (d.s.) for each i E I; 
(b) there is a bijection 0: I~ 1 such that each E; = Fe(i); 
(c) given I'£I, there is 1'£1 such that E~LErE;+LE1v·Ff(d.s.), and E~ 
LEI\1' E;+LEJ' Fj (d.s.), with equality in both formulae if I' is .finite. 
PROOF (sketched). (a) follows directly from the corresponding exchange result for 
bases of an independence structure. 
(b) Since E;=F.p(;) in (a), 0 comes from 1/J of (a) and a similar injection from 1 to I 
by [9, cor. 1.3.5]. 
(c) This follows from [8]. 
We examine the rings for which conditions (a) to (c) of Lemma 3 are always satisfied. 
The following result is essentially [ 12, thm. 3]. 
PROPOSITION 7. For a ring R, the following conditions are equivalent. 
a) For each left-ideal I of R. either I is (meet-) irreducible (i.e. is not the intersection of 
two strictly larger left-ideals) or I can be expressed as the intersection of two strictly larger 
left-ideals, at least one of which is irreducible. 
(b) Every injective R-module has a non-zero indecomposable direct summand. 
(c) Every injective R-module is the injective envelope of a direct sum of indecomposable 
injective modules. 
(d) Every R-module has a uniform submodule. 
(e) For each left-ideal I of R there is a left-ideal 1 > I such that 1/ I is uniform. 
PROOF. (a)~(b)~(c) is [12, thm. 3]. 
(b)=>(d). Given M, let F be an indecomposable direct summand of E(M). Then 
F n M is uniform. 
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(d)=>(b). Given E, injective, let N be a uniform submodule of E. Then choose 
E(N) ~ E ([IO, prop. 2.22]). As E(N) is injective, it is a summand of E; it is indecompos­
able as N is uniform. 
(e) This is the condition that every cyclic module has a uniform submodule, and, as 
such, is clearly equivalent to (d). 
It is possible, but tedious, to show (a)¢::> (e) directly, thereby showing (a)¢::> (d) without 
using injective modules. Also (b)¢>(c) can be shown from Lemma 3. 
3. THE PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY 
In fact, rtl(M) is rather a special sort of independence space. 
DEFINITIONS. An independence space (E, ~) is modular if the following conditions, 
shown equivalent in [II], hold. 
(a) For all flats A, Band C with C c;A, An[Bu C]=[(AnB)u C]. 
(b) For all flats A and B of finite rank, rk(A)+rk(B) =rk(Au B)+rk(An B). 
(c) Given a circuit { e~o ... , en} and r with 2 ~ r ~ n -2 there exists e E E with { e~o ... , e,., e} 
and {er+ 1, ... , en, e} both Circuits. 
In an independence space (E, ~). e,/E E are connected if e =for there is a circuit 
containing both e and f. It can be shown that connectedness is an equivalence relation 
on E; the equivalence classes are called the connected components of (E, ~). 
THEOREM 8. ( U(M), rti(M)) is modular. 
PROOF. Suppose that {M~o ... , Mn} is a circuit, and that r is given as in (c) above. 
Then as the sum of this set is not direct but that of all proper subsets is, we have 
(M1 + · · · + Mr) n (Mr+l + · · · + Mn) =I' 0. Let N be a uniform submodule of this module 
(by Lemma 3) ; then by the minimality of the circuit, N is distinct from each Mi. Then 
N u {M~o ... , Mr} and N u {Mr+h ... , Mn} are dependent sets, and so contain circuits. 
In fact, they are themselves circuits, for otherwise, by the circuit axiom C(2), 
{M~o ... , M,., Mr+h ... , Mn} would properly contain another circuit. 
THEOREM 9. If rti(M) is connected and of rank?'!; 3, then 
(a) its 1-flats and 2-flats form the points and lines of a projective geometry PG(M); the 
sets of points of the subspaces of PG(M) are the flats of the simple independence space 
associated with rtl( M); 
(b) PG( M) is Desarguesian; 
(c) it is coordinatizable over a unique division ring D(M). 
PROOF. (a) follows from the modularity of rti(M) using a result in [11]; the correspond­
ing lattice theory result [applying to the lattice of flats of rti(M)] is well-known (e.g. [3, 
p. 93], [7, p. 204]). As it is also well-known that (b) implies (c) (e.g. [7, p. 208]) it is only 
necessary to prove (b). As (b) is well-known when rtl(M) is of rank?'!; 4 (e.g. [7, pp. 205-7]), 
we look at the module M EB M. To see that M EB M is connected, let m E M such that Rm 
is uniform. Then it can be seen directly [or from Lemma 10(b)] that 
{R(m, 0), R(O, m), R(m, m)} is a circuit. rti(MEB M) is of rank at least 6 and so PG(MEB 
M) is Desarguesian, as therefore is its subspace generated by points of the form [(N, 0)], 
N E U(M). [Recall that [ ] denotes closure in the independence space rtl(M).] We need 
only show that all points of this subspace are of this form, for then this subspace is clearly 
isomorphic to PG(M). Let M' E [(M~o 0), ... , (Mk, 0)], M' E U(MEB M). Then for some 
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(m,n)EM'\{0}, (m,n)E(MJ.O)+···+(Mk,O), and so n=O. Thus R(m,O)c:;M' (and 
Rm is uniform since M' is) and so [M'] = [R(m, 0)]. Thus the result is shown. 
We note that the simple independence space associated with Cfi(M), with which (if 
Theorem 9 applies) PG(M) is identifiable, is also the simple independence space assoi­
cated with :le(M); as a matter of notational convenience, we will often refer to :le(M). 
We also emphasize that these independence spaces may be of infinite rank, and that 
PG(M) may be infinite-dimensional. 
We proceed to investigate the classes of projective geometries and division rings 
obtained in this way. Henceforth let M satisfy the conditions in Lemma 3, with 
LeiM;(d.s.)~eM, where each M;EU(M). Let m;EM;\{0} for each i; then 
Lei Rm; (d.s.) is an essential submodule of .Le~ M; and so of M ([6, prop. 1.1]). Then 
each !-flat of Cfi(M) contains a uniform submodule of Lei Rm; and so, when interested 
only in !-flats rather than single elements of U(M), we can assume without loss of 
generality that M =Lei Rm; (d.s.). 
The next result examines connectedness in :le(M). Note also that a characterization 
of the 2-flats of :le(M) arises from (a). 
LEMMA 10. Let [m] and [n] be different 1-flats of :le(M). Then 
(a) {m, n, a} is a circuit of:le(M) ifand only ifthere exist r, s, t E R such that ta = rm + sn # 0 
and Ann(rm) = Ann(sn) = Ann(ta). 
(b) m and n are connected in :le(M) if and only if E(Rm) =E(Rn). 
(c) :le(M) is connected if and only if all indecomposable injective submodules ofE(M) are 
isomorphic. 
PROOF. (a) Suppose {m, n, a} is a circuit, so the sum Rm + Rn + Ra is not direct. 
Then we have rm + sn - ta = 0, with (by the minimality of the circuit { m, n, a}), rm, sn, 
ta # 0. Also for any u E R, urm, usn and uta are all zero or all non-zero, again by the 
minimality of the circuit {m, n, a}. 
Conversely, suppose the conditions hold. Then {m, n, a} e :le(M) as the sum Rm + Rn + 
Ra is not direct. We are given {m, n} E :le(M); suppose {m, a}e :le(M). Then say pa = qm # 
0. Let upa = vta # 0 (as Ra is uniform). Then vrm + vsn = uqm # 0; as uqm # 0, ve 
Ann(rm)=Ann(sn), and since vsn=(uq-vr)m we have a contradiction to {m,n}E 
:le(M). 
(b) Suppose m and n are connected, so they lie in some circuit. By the modularity of 
Cfi(M), and hence :le(M), they lie in a circuit {m, n, a}, and so, for some r, s E R, 
Ann(rm) = Ann(sn) < R. As Rm and Rn are uniform, they are essential extensions of 
Rrm and Rsn, respectively, and so E(Rm) = E(Rrm) = E(Rsn) = E(Rn). 
Conversely, suppose the condition holds. Let (}: E(Rm) ~ E(Rn) be an isomorphism, 
and as these modules are uniform, let r( Om) = sn # 0. Then (}: Rrm ~ Rsn is an isomorph­
ism, and Ann( rm) =Ann( sn) < R. Then set a = rm + sn, and t = 1. It can be seen that as 
the sum Rm + Rn is direct, Ann(ta) = Ann(rm) [ = Ann(sn)]. Hence, by (a), m and n lie 
in a circuit. 
(c) This condition is simply that all modules E(Rm), mE M\{0}, are isomorphic. 
LEMMA 11. lfM = M 1ffi M 2 ffi · ··,then m =(mi. ... , mk, 0, 0, ...) E u(M) if and only 
if there exists i E {1, ... , k} such that M; is uniform and Ann(m;) ~ Ann(mj) for all 
j=l, ... ,k. 
PROOF. Suppose that the condition does not hold. Then for each i there exists r; E R 
such that r;m; = 0 but r;m # 0. Therefore any common left multiple of r1m, ... , rkm has 
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zero in positions 1, ... , k. So Rm has a finite set of non-zero elements with no common 
non-zero left multiple and thus is not uniform. 
Conversely, suppose that, for some i, Ann(mJ ~ Ann(mi) for each j and that Mi is 
uniform. Let rm, sm E Rm\{0} be given. As rm, sm ¢0, rmi, smi ¢0 and so there are p, q E R 
such that prmi = qsmi ¢ 0. Thus pr- qs E Ann( mJ ~Ann(m ), so prm = qsm ¢ 0 and Rm is 
uniform. 
PROPOSITION 12. If CfJ(M) is connected and of rank~ 3, and N E U(M), then, where 
D(M) is as in Theorem 9, D(M)=D(NtBNtBN). 
PROOF. Let {Mi: i E I} be a basis of Cfi(M), with 1, 2, 3 E I and M 1 = N. To find D(M), 
we look at a plane of PG(M), corresponding to a 3-flat of CfJ(M). By the argument used 
in the proof of Theorem 9, PG(M1tB M 2 tB M3 ) is isomorphic to a plane of PG(M). For 
i = 1, 2, 3, let mi E Mi\{0}, so [MJ = [RmJ. As Cfi(M), and hence ilt(M), is connected, we 
show that m~> m2 and m3 have non-zero left multiples n~> n2and n3 whose left annihilators 
are equal. By Lemma IO(b) let Ann(r1m1) = Ann(r2 m2 ) and Ann(s2 m2 ) = Ann(s3 m3), with 
r2m2, s2m2 ¢0. As M 2 is uniform, let n2 = tr2 m2 = us2 m2 ¢0, and then let n1 = tr1m 1 and 
n3 = us3 m3 • Say Ann(ni) = J for i = 1, 2, 3. Note that [Rni] = [RmJ = [Mi], for i = 1, 2, 3. 
It follows from the remarks preceding Lemma 10 that 
PG(M1 EB M 2 EB M3 ) = PG(Rn 1tB Rn2 tBRn3 ) = PG(R/ J(B R/J(B R/ J), 
and likewise PG(NtBNtBN)=PG(R/JEBR/ltBR/1). Thus D(NtBNtBN)= 
D(M1tBM2 tBM3 ) = D(M). 
We now construct D(N3 ) for an arbitrary uniform module N, (without requiring that 
N is cyclic). 
THEOREM 13. Let N be a uniform module. Then, up to isomorphism, D(N3) may be 
defined as 
D ={(a, b): a E N\{0}, bEN, Ann(a)~ Ann( b)}, 
where (a, b) and (c, d) denote the same element of D if and only if there are r, s E R such 
that ra = sc "' 0 and rb = sd. The operations are as follows: 
(a, b)+(c, d) =(sa, sb+ rd), where rc =sa¢ 0, 
(a, b) x(c, d)= (sa, rd), where rc = sb ¢0, (but= Ov ifb = 0), 
Ov=(n,O) and lv=(n,n), for any n "' 0. 
PROOF. We use the coordinatization rule given in [7, p. 209] to construct D(N3 ). We 
choose PG(NEB NEBO) (which is isomorphic to a line of PG(N3 ) by the argument used 
in the proof of Theorem 9) as the line D u {oo}. Let us write the 1-flat [(a, b, 0)] of ile(N3 ) 
as (a, b). For nEN\{0}, we choose (n,O) as Ov. (n,n) as lv and (O,n) as oov; clearly 
these are independent of the choice of n. We have that (a, b)= (c, d) if R(a, b, 0) n 
R(c, d, 0) ¢0, i.e. if there are r, s E R such that (ra, rb, 0) = (sc, sd, 0) ¢0. Further, from 
Lemma II, (a, b, 0) E u(N3 ) if and only if Ann(a) < Ann(b) (the condition for (a, b)= Ov), 
Ann(a)> Ann( b) (the condition for(a, b)= oov) or Ann( a)= Ann( b). Thus Dis as stated. 
We omit the details, but using the construction given in [7], it turns out that the operations 
are as stated above. It can be checked independently that these operations are well-defined, 
that sums and products are in D or D\{0} as required and that these operations satisfy 
the axioms for a division ring. 
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For an injective indecomposable module E, En(E) is quasilocal, its set J of non-units 
being the endomorphsims with non-zero kernel ([10], 3.10, 3.12), and thus En(E)/ J is a 
division ring. We write endomorphisms of Eon the right. The next result gives a description 
of D(N3 ) for any uniform module N, since D(N3 ) = D(E(N)3), as appears from the 
proof of Proposition 12. 
THEOREM 14. For an injective indecomposable module E, En( E)/J =D(E3 ), by the 
isomorphism 1/J+l -(m, mi/J) (for any mE E\{0}). 
PRoOF. Assuming that the above defines a bijection, it is clear that such bijection 
preserves the operations + and x. Given m, n E E such that Ann( m),; Ann( n) and m ,e 0, 
there is 1/J E En(E) such that ml/1 = n since E is injective. It remains only to show that, 
for m, n E E\{0} and 1/1, (} E En(E), (m, mO) = (n, ni/J) if and only if(}- 1/J E J. 
Suppose that (m, mO) = (n, nl/1), then there exist r, s E R such that rm = sn ,e 0 and 
rm(J = sni/J. Then rm ( (} - 1/J) = 0 and (} - 1/J is not an isomorphism. 
Conversely, suppose that (}- 1/J is not invertible. Then ker( (}- 1/J) ,e 0, as remarked 
above, and say a ( (}- 1/J) = 0, with a ,e 0. Let rm = sn = ta ,e 0, as E is uniform. Then 
(m, mO) = (rm, rmO) = (ta, taO)= (ta, tai/J) = (n, ni/J), 
as required. 
If N and E(N) have non-trivial socle, the situation is simpler. 
THEOREM 15. Let N be uniform and E = E(N) and let E have non-trivial soc/e. Then 
D(N3 ) = D(E 3 ) = En(Soc(E)) = En(Soc(N)). 
PROOF. This follows from Theorem 14 and the remarks preceding it by [I, 18.21]. 
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